Burke scored for Shen to give Shen an opening. David Boni answered by Boni. John Roche answered with a good shot. Klapp said, "We had to keep them and, when we got to Guilderland and got a low shot minutes," Klapp said. "We had to kicks."

The first overtime period was uneventful as Shen just had one shot. Both teams missed good chances in the second overtime. Frank Campanagno missed a direct kick over the goal and Shen's David Burke also missed a chance over the goal a few minutes later.

Boni later made a point-blank save on Campanagno late in the overtime period that kept the game tied.

Neither team got chances in the two five-minute overtime sessions as fatigue set in.

Next up, were the penalty kicks.

"We'd been playing for 110 minutes," Klapp said. "We had to hold them and, when we got to penalty kicks, I know we had a good shot.

Campanagno went first for Guilderland and got a low shot by John Roche answered for Shen to tie it at one.

Ph: 479-0948

"Myrie finished regulation with the Dutchmen barely dominated the rest of the half Joe Miner."

The second half was even when Popolizio's shot went off the head of teammate hard shot and the Dutch were shocking," Klapp said. "I had no idea what to do. I was frozen, for, 10 seconds. I was just standing there."

Kinnally changed his alignment on the field from when these teams met in September. The Dutch went with four defender, four midfielder, two striker line-up in the first meeting. This game, Guilderland went with five midfielders.

"We had more offensive chances tonight then we had two strikers," Klapp added. "The Dutch also get a big game out of Matt Stillman who came to replace injured starter Greg Murphy.

"Stillman played 60 percent of the game," Klapp said. "That is more than he's played most of the year. I'm extremely proud of him."

Seminars next up for Guilderland is Barstaga in the sectional semifinals.

"It's nice to keep it going," Myrie said, "It's never good to lose your final game. We want to keep it going." Klapp added the win was a sign that the club team — the Guilderland United — is starting to have a good effect.

"It's a big step, no doubt," Klapp said. "I want to dedicate this win to our club program. We have 400 kids and we have a lot of people that put a lot of work into it. You start to wonder if you are going to go anywhere."

"Shen is a good team," Klapp admitted. "This place has been a machine since I was at Niskayuna in the '90s. They continue to produce great teams. And they are a classy bunch. I respect those guys."
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Seminars/Chats
There are three rules for the seminar. Unfortunately, we can't know what they are.

• • •

Graceful/Chats

Weekly Crossword

Across
1. Eugene's vine
2. Teaching rig
8. Navy's item
12. Pads
14. Matchbox
15. 11-on-11
16. Novel (with: red)
19. Mersey entrance
20. Lion's mane
21. Dedicator
22. Family members
23. Fisheye
24. Raincoat
27. Tall bag or bar
28. Goodie
32. Feizier
33. Healthy
34. Daybreak wine
35. Novel
37. Office note
38. Pub offerings
39. Property deal
40. YNF member
41. Straightlaced
42. Corporate jet, perhaps
43. Trees
44. Window glass
45. Cheer within
46. Walking stick
47. Pindar
48. Novel
49. Captain
50. Container
51. Gin's favorite number
52. Looked at
53. Beaucoup
54. Black Character

Down
1. Dope
2. Theo's phallic phantasm
3. Lassos
4. Matchbox
5. Cheeks/jams
6. So Big's Fellow
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Vocabulary Build - Shark

in.

in: Dell Printer ink available here

Your local source for Dell


dealers & service • all brands

• parts & accessories

13. Precedes bag or bar
14. Demo, perhaps
15. Path
17. Precedes bag or bar
20. Atmospheric phenomenon
22. Family members
23. Common dog name
24, gotcha!
25. Precedes bag or bar
27. Precedes bag or bar
28. , gotcha!
29. Common dog name
30. Treasure
31. Novel ideas
32. Novel
33. Novel
34. Novel
35. Novel
36. Novel
37. Office note
38. Novel
39. Novel
40. Novel
41. Novel
42. Novel
43. Novel
44. Novel
45. Novel
46. Novel
47. Novel
48. Novel
49. Novel
50. Novel
51. Novel
52. Novel
53. Novel
54. Novel
55. Novel
56. Novel
57. Novel
58. Novel
59. Novel
60. Novel

1. Garden rose
2. Teaching rig
3. Navy's item
4. Matchbox
5. Matchbox
6. Tall bag or bar
7. Novel
8. Office note
9. Pub offerings
10. Property deal
11. YNF member
12. Straightlaced
13. Corporate jet, perhaps
14. Trees
15. Window glass
16. Cheer within
17. Walking stick
18. Pindar
19. Captain
20. Container
21. Gin's favorite number
22. Looked at
23. Beaucoup
24. Black Character
25. Dope
26. Theo's phallic phantasm
27. Lassos
28. Matchbox
29. Cheeks/jams
30. So Big's Fellow

31. Novel
32. Novel
33. Novel
34. Novel
35. Novel
36. Novel
37. Office note
38. Novel
39. Novel
40. Novel
41. Novel
42. Novel
43. Novel
44. Novel
45. Novel
46. Novel
47. Novel
48. Novel
49. Novel
50. Novel
51. Novel
52. Novel
53. Novel
54. Novel
55. Novel
56. Novel
57. Novel
58. Novel
59. Novel
60. Novel

Dell Printer ink available here